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OUR MISSION 
Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services 
continues to work with organizations from all 
sectors of society – public, private,social,  
and civic. 

Dixon Center is a resource for individuals, 
organizations, and communities interested 
in the long-term wellbeing of veterans and 
their families. We use our influence, ideas, 
and actions to assist other organizations, who 
in turn integrate veterans and their families 
into their local activities. These organizations 
transform the lives of service members, 
veterans, and their families, ensuring they reach 
their full potential. 

OUR VISION
Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services 
will be the resource of choice for organizations 
from all sectors of society – public, private, 
social, and civic. We will be a conduit - with 
staying power as a member of The Fedcap 
Group - for our partners, who, with our ongoing 
support achieve our noble purpose: to make the 
lives of veterans and their families better.
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CHAIRMAN’S LETTER: 

Looking back on 2022, and forward into the rest of 2023, I see a bright 
future and many exciting opportunities, but we know our community-based 
partners operate in testing times. Just as the needs of veterans and their 
families are evolving so are the resources and focus of community-based 
organizations evolving. That is why finding and maintaining the right balance 
resonates more than ever. 

With our 2022 Annual Report, we take the opportunity to reaffirm our 
commitment to accompanying our partner development. We are helping 
them find and focus on veterans and their families in the complex 
environments in which they operate. Striking a balance between integrating 
veterans into their current structure and programs or applying creativity and 
innovation to adapt in how they deliver direct services into their organization. 
Striking a balance has been our 2022 theme. 

In 2022 we celebrated 10 years of making the lives of our veterans and 
their families better. Our theme, Striking a Balance, means expanding our 
global footprint while preserving our local relevance; offering the right mix of 
expertise to assist organizations of all dimensions, sectors and geographies; 
and staying true to our values and culture. It means providing the right 
environment to foster innovation while allowing our support, growth, and 
profitability. Our Annual Report comprises descriptions and impact across 

Striking a balance  
to stay relevant  
and current

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

our three pillars, and 13 programs by using examples of the nearly 80 projects 
executed in 2022. 

Our annual report is used to remind us of our transparency. That Dixon Center 
for Military and Veterans Services is achieving so much. A major reason is 
that we can focus on our mission, while The Fedcap Group serves as our 
engine. Dixon Center is a member of The Fedcap Group, founded in 1935 by 
three World War I veterans. The Fedcap Group is a global network of top-tier 
nonprofits, with a platform for over 20 companies to deliver proven services 
and solving systematic problems. 

With the support of The Fedcap Group and our donors, like you, it has been a 
successful 2022. It is an honor to serve our veterans and their families through 
this innovative non-profit model, enabling them to succeed where they live.

Giddy up.

Colonel David W. Sutherland
U.S. Army (Ret.) 
Chairman
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WHAT WE DO 

At Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services we subscribe to a model of crisis prevention, rather than 
crisis intervention. 

Because it is easier—and far more cost-effective—to stop trouble before it starts.

There are nearly 11 million organizations across all sectors of American society. If they all include our military 
veterans and their families as employees, students, recipients of services and supports – those touched by 
military service will thrive. As a nation, we can’t rely on a small number of veterans service organizations and 
government. It takes a whole of society approach. The good news is that there is no lack of will on the part 
of the American public. They want to help but they may not be sure how. 

This is where Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services comes in—we are a resource for individuals, 
organizations, and communities interested in the long-term wellbeing of our veterans and their families. We 
use our influence, ideas, and actions to assist other organizations, who in turn integrate veterans and their 
families into their local activities. These organizations transform the lives of service members, veterans, and 
their families, ensuring they reach their full potential. 

We are the capacity builder.

We have provided assistance and support to community partners across three pillars, 13 programs, and 
nearly 400 projects over the past 10+ years, including nearly 80 projects in 2022.

Our three pillars are: 

Work with Purpose
Creating pathways to careers where veterans earn a family wage and 
have affordable healthcare and benefits. Careers that allow veterans to 
set and meet their future goals.

Heal with Honor
Developing solutions that focus on the eight dimensions of wellness: 
emotional, physical, social, environmental, occupational, spiritual, 
intellectual, and financial; ensuring that veterans and their families not 
only survive, but thrive.

Live with Hope
Accessing affordable housing—living in a safe, secure, and 
comfortable environment in harmony with a local community where 
a veteran can function independently and contribute to society as a 
private citizen.

We’re not the direct service provider that solves the problem.  
We reach out to assist and increase the impact of those who do.
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2022 IMPACT 

• 141,900 Collaborative Partners 

• Influenced 404,336 Organizations and Individuals 

• Expanded our work with Government Agencies

• We’ve Gone International

Approximately 2,868,780 Organizations and Individuals Since 2012
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OUR WORK: 
At Dixon Center, we strongly believe that the needs of veterans and their families are not disappearing, they 
are evolving. In 2022, we were able to strike a balance between organizations that came to us to upgrade their 
existing veteran integration program and those seeking innovative solutions to add or include veterans into their 
programs. Through our influence, ideas, and actions, we seized the opportunity to address those initiatives. 

In this 2022 Annual Report we will highlight a sampling of our nearly 80 projects in 2022, implemented within our 
13 programs, and nested under our 3 pillars.

WORK WITH PURPOSE 

Employment for veterans isn’t about finding a job. The problem is underemployment—not having enough work 
or enough pay or being in a job below what they are qualified for. 

Nearly a third of job-seeking veterans are in this situation. Many live paycheck to paycheck. Dixon Center 
creates opportunities for them to find careers and develop the skills and the responsibility they desire and enjoy. 

That’s work with purpose—by assisting employers and educators with technical assistance and training, we are 
enabling veterans to support themselves and their families in a career that pays a family wage.

Since 2015, 15,361 transitioning service members and veterans have been trained, licensed/certified, and 
employed in careers with average starting wages over $60,000 a year and opportunities for advancement. 
In 2022, Dixon Center assisted 3,856 service members/veterans receive training, licenses/certifications, and 
employment in the building trades and the transportation, utility, and maritime industries. 
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PROGRAM: Workforce Development and Career Placement:  
Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services is a proven leader 
in assisting organizations in recruiting, integrating, training, and 
retaining veterans and their families into their workforce. Dixon 
Center and our partners have been instrumental to the expanding 
efforts to provide career specific training across the country. Dixon 
Center has ensured that these programs provide a pathway into 
the middle class and guaranteed a level playing field with civilian 
counterparts.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

The United Association of Journeymen and Apprentices of the 
Plumbing and Pipefitting Industry (UA) Veterans in Piping (VIP):
In 2022, Dixon Center continued our unique relationship with labor 
by forging a partnership with the UA, a labor union that represents 
355,000 Plumbers, Pipefitters, Sprinkler Fitters, HVACR Service 
Technicians, Welders, and Pipeliners working in the building trades.

“ Dixon Center’s 
model of wrap-
around services 
has enhanced 
the impact of the 
Veterans in Piping 
program—they 
are a tremendous 
partner.”  

Mike Hazard,  
UA VIP Executive Director 

Through their VIP program, an 18-week course that provides industry-recognized certifications in welding, fire sprinkler fitting, 
and HVAC-R (heating, ventilation, air conditioning, and refrigeration), service members are leaving the military with guaranteed 
employment, enrollment into a registered apprenticeship program, and a career that provides middle-class wages from the 
outset, healthcare, and benefits. Dixon Center is now assisting in integrating service members and their families into the UA 
VIP program on seven military installations by introducing the service members to wellness programs, that assist with finding a 
home, financial counseling, physical and mental health support, legal services, and more.

The Utility Workers Military Assistance Program (UMAP):
UMAP is a partnership that was started in Chicago by the Utility Workers Union of America and includes Dixon Center, City 
Colleges of Chicago and a natural gas utility, Peoples Gas. With Dixon Center’s support, UMAP has expanded into Michigan 
and in 2022, into central and southern California. Veterans and transitioning service members, not only receive industry-
recognized certifications, but guaranteed employment in careers that provide meaningful employment—wages and salaries 
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that allow veterans to not only support themselves and their 
families, but to plan, set, and meet their financial goals. Since 2012, 
this program has impacted 1,117 veterans and their families. Along 
with the potential to earn wages in the upper middle-class range, 
many UMAP graduates go on to management positions with their 
respective companies. 

The Teamsters Military Assistance Program (TMAP)  
and ABF Freight:
Many workforce development programs provide training to 
transitioning service members, but TMAP is one of the few that 
not only provides training, but also guarantees employment with 
a national transportation company with wages starting at over 
60,000 a year. Dixon Center is a long-standing partner with the 
Teamsters and their industry partner, ABF Freight, in ensuring that 
service members and veterans receive quality training leading to 
a commercial driver’s license as well as access to wrap-around 
services that ensures that graduates hit the ground running. 

With the assistance of Dixon Center, ABF Freight, 
has now extended their management training 
program for transitioning service members and 
veterans to Fort Bragg, NC, and satellite ABF 
training facilities across the country.

PROGRAM: Veteran Entrepreneurship: 
Working with Financial Institutions and 
Community Development Financial Institutions 
(CDFI), Dixon Center has assisted in the access 
to capital for veteran entrepreneurs in at-risk 
communities. This includes supporting large 
banks and their partner CDFI as they expand and 
refine outreach and access activities for veterans.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

Leonid: 
Dixon Center assisted Leonid, a financial 
services company, in providing capital to veteran 
entrepreneurs who have been awarded federal 
contracts but lack the resources to get started. 

“ With Dixon Center’s 
assistance, we are 
ensuring that there are no 
gaps in our skills training 
program for transitioning 
service members; service 
members who will become 
our future employees 
and a cornerstone of our 
company.”  

Jerry Elam, 
ABF Freight Veteran Program Manager
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“ Dixon Center focuses on solutions that create 
greater opportunities for veterans in our 
program. With their help, we are ensuring that 
veterans and their families reach their full 
potential.” 

Rick Passarelli, 
UWUA Veteran Workforce Director
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Dixon Center developed a strategy that included finding, connecting to, and attracting veteran entrepreneurs to 
Leonid, expanding their focus to include military spouses, and training to assist veterans in becoming successful 
entrepreneurs. 

National Veterans Small Business Coalition (NVSBC) and Bunker Labs:
Along with access to capital, barriers to entry for veteran entrepreneurs includes the lack of social capital and 
navigating the process to becoming a successful small business owner. Dixon Center hosted both NVSBC and 
Bunker Labs on the “Service Before Self” podcast. NVSBC provides training, networking, and advocacy for veteran 
entrepreneurs interested in entering the federal marketplace while Bunker Labs provides training, programs, and 
courses to help military veterans and military spouses start and grow successful businesses and startups. 

These are two leading organizations that are making a difference for veterans who want to become small business 
owners. Dixon Center provided a forum for them to highlight and promote their work and assisted them in finding 
and connecting to veterans who want to become entrepreneurs. 

PROGRAM: A Clearinghouse:  
Since 2012, the Dixon Center’s team of  
experts have been helping communities,  
organizations, and individuals find strategic,  
practical solutions for the most challenging  
issues facing today’s veterans and military  
families. The Center has been building a  
national network of community-based programs, and learning which grassroot solutions are working, and which ones 
are not. As a result, the Center is the “go-to” resource for service-minded individuals, organizations, donors, and those 
who want veterans to reach their potential and participate fully in their communities. 

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Collectively in 2022, Dixon Center worked with 32 organizations that want to connect solutions, resources and tools 
to veterans and military families. These include philanthropic organizations and like-minded individuals, employers, 
educators, and direct-service providers, improving the lives of those touched by military service. 

PROGRAM: Emotional Wellness: 
Leveraging community-based organizations, we share resources and solutions that help them integrate veterans into 
their programs to help veterans and their families cope effectively with life and create satisfying relationships.
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Our emphasis is on the positive. We are  
working with organizations able to support 
veterans to heal with honor. We partner with  
local and national organizations to help them  
find and focus on the overall well-being of 
veterans and their families. We help them  
develop programs that work, making them  
even more impactful.

HEAL WITH HONOR 

No question, some veterans face 
tough challenges— some as a 
result of war trauma. America has 
seen an epidemic of isolation and 
veterans dying by suicide, a sharp 
rise in opioid addiction, and other 
serious health issues impacting 
those touched by military service. 

But Dixon Center rejects the 
narrative of the broken veteran. 
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PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Texas Veteran + Family Alliance and Easter Seals Greater Houston Collaborative: 
As a member of the Texas Veteran + Family Alliance and Easter Seals Greater Houston Collaborative, Dixon 
Center led, planned, and executed a convening of veteran organizations that provide an array of mental health 
services as well as other support services. This was an opportunity for these organizations to share best practices 
and develop solutions to effectively deliver services to veterans and their families in southeastern Texas. 

PROGRAM: Financial Wellness: 
Working with institutions, departments, agencies, and nonprofits, we help them find and focus on veterans and 
their families, so they achieve satisfaction with their current and future financial situation.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Veterans Forward: 
Fedcap Serving Maine implemented a new program supporting veterans and their families in the State. Dixon 
Center provided expertise, ideas, actions, and influence in standing up Veterans Forward. Now operational, 
Veterans Forward is able to get both federal and state grants. Dixon Center continues to provide advice and assist 
with resource sharing for long term sustainment.

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

“ Dixon Center’s ideas and 
leadership have been key 
to increasing the impact of 
the 19 organizations that are 
part of the Texas Veteran 
+ Family Alliance Easter
Seals Greater Houston
Collaborative.”

Elise Hough, CEO,  
Easter Seals Greater Houston
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PROGRAM: Social Wellness: 
Dixon Center builds capacity with direct-service 
providers and assisting them in sustaining programs 
that increase outreach resulting in veterans achieving  
a sense of connection, belonging and a well-
developed support system.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Fedcap UK 
Dixon Center shared ideas and actions with Fedcap 
UK to develop and operationalize a veteran support 
program focusing on workforce development for 
transitioning service members and veterans in the 
United Kingdom. With our assistance Fedcap UK 
developed, proposed, and competed for funding for 
this first of its kind veterans economic empowerment 
program in the UK. 

PROGRAM: Spiritual Wellness: 
Dixon Center assists organizations, programs, and 
communities integrate veterans and their families
to expand a sense of purpose and meaning in life.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Angel Force USA “Stop SuiSilence” Symposium:
With Angel Force USA and Cohens Veterans Bioscience, Dixon 
Center co-hosted the Angel Force USA “Stop SuiSilence” 
Symposium. This 2-day event brought together thought-
leaders and organizations who are on the front lines fighting 
to prevent the disconnection and isolation that burdens many 
veterans and their families and sometimes leads to death  
by suicide.

Dixon Center led the effort in identifying community-based 
organizations that support veterans and their families where 
they live; and have developed solutions built around the eight 
dimensions of wellness—solutions not driven by a diagnosis, 
but focused on the positive aspects of creating satisfying 
relationships to effectively cope with life. 

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION 20
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PROGRAM: Occupational Wellness: 
Working with employers, Dixon Center provides actions to expand veteran diversity and inclusion in the 
workplace, resulting in veterans achieving personal satisfaction and enrichment derived from their work.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Task Force Movement: Life-Cycle Pathways for Veterans and Military into Trucking:
This initiative chaired by former Congressman and veteran Patrick Murphy, is a partnership between the trucking 
industry and leading veteran organizations, including Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services, to recruit 
and retain service members and veterans into an industry that pays an average of $60,000 to $80,000 a year. 

Well-paying careers that include affordable healthcare and benefits, the definition of work with purpose.

Task Force Movement was launched in April and Dixon Center has been there from the outset and has taken a 
leading role in developing innovative solutions to both creating meaningful employment for veterans and their 
families and also addressing a critical economic security issue for our country. 

PROGRAM: Physical Wellness: 
Dixon Center enables healthcare providers and 
developing technology to increase access to quality 
healthcare as well as access and control of their 
own comprehensive health/medical information. 
Additionally, utilizing initiatives that will establish 
research, legislation, funding and a voice for veterans 
struggling with the effects of toxic exposure, hearing 
loss, and visual impairment.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Burn Pits 360 and TEAM (Toxic Exposures in the 
American Military) Coalition: 
Through our support of Burn Pits 360 and for the last 
three years as a member of the TEAM Coalition, Dixon 
Center has joined with other veteran organizations 
in advocating for policy changes, developing and 
supporting legislation, and raising awareness about 
the toll that exposures to unregulated burn pits have 
had on the health and wellness of veterans that have 
served in modern day battlefield. This work culminated 
with the passage of the Honoring our PACT Act this 
past August. This legislation will expand VA benefits 
and services to as many as 5 million veterans who 
were exposed to the toxic fumes produced by burn 
pits and is now finally giving them a glimmer of hope. 

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

In just in a few months, over 500 transitioning service 
members, family members, and veterans have been hired into 
the trucking industry as a result of Dixon Center’s efforts and 
the efforts of our other partners in Task Force Movement. 

In 2023, Dixon Center will continue to create pathways into 
the trucking industry for service members, veterans, and their 
families and has now expanded our work with Task Force 
Movement into creating opportunities for veterans  
in cybersecurity. 
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PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

Emerson College: 
Dixon Center used its network to provide Emerson College with an opportunity to assist one of our partners, Soldier 
On, a nonprofit serving homeless and at-risk veterans with affordable housing. During the fall semester, public relations 
students learned about the planning, execution and evaluation of communications designed to influence attitudes of 
the public supporting homeless veterans. With our assistance, students used theories, principles, strategies and target 
communications to develop and execute a communication strategy for Soldier On. 

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

PROGRAM: Intellectual Wellness: 
By assisting educators, institutions, and training facilities, Dixon Center helps to create opportunities for veterans and 
their families so they improve their creative abilities and find ways to expand their knowledge and skills.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT

Mission Promise Kept:
Dixon Center used its influence and ideas to assist in the launch of Mission Promise Kept at Stephens College in 
Columbia, MO in the fall of 2022. This unique program provides separate on-campus housing for women student 
veterans and their children and a comprehensive network of supportive services to address their evolving needs and 
ensure they succeed as student veterans. 

PROGRAM: Environmental Wellness: 
We focus on working with communities to address basic needs assistance for at risk veterans facing difficulties to 
ensure they live in good health by occupying environments that support their overall well-being.

LIVE WITH HOPE 

Dixon Center envisions all-embracing change for 
veterans—through work, wellness, and ultimately the 
chance to live with hope. 

This requires affordable housing—a place of their own. 
America has over 33,000 homeless veterans, with another 
1.5 million living on the edge, at or below the poverty line. 

Dixon Center works with local and national partners to 
prevent veterans from becoming homeless or provide 
affordable housing solutions. What’s more, our network of 
partners strives to address the housing crisis by creating 
a community of support. These include support for food 
security, safe housing, public health, and crisis relief. 

With this national network, we are giving veterans an 
opportunity not just to survive, but to thrive.
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PROGAM: Housing: 
Dixon Center is working with organizations that enable veterans and their families to find secure, safe, and 
permanent homes of their own--not just a dwelling, but a home in a community that values their potential.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHT 

Soldier On:
During speaking opportunities, and events, Dixon Center provided funding, built awareness, encouraged 
community involvement and support, and promoted the services of Soldier On, a private nonprofit organization 
committed to ending veteran homelessness. Dixon Center also shared resources with Soldier On to support 
their programs as well as to their partners who are addressing basic needs of hundreds of their residents and 
communities across five states. 

Freddie Mac:
Dixon Center continues to assist in the strategic development of the relationship between Freddie Mac, a leader 
in the U.S. housing market in making homeownership and rentals accessible and affordable, and Soldier On. This 
collaborative has resulted in increased access to mortgage counseling and home ownership for thousands of 
veterans and military families from the end of 2018 through 2022. 

PROGRAM: Basic Needs: 
Basic needs are a minimal list of elements that people need to fulfill basic requirements and achieve a decent life. 
Typically, the list includes basic commodities, such as food, clothing, and shelter, as well as essential services, 
such as access to drinking water, to sanitation, to education, to healthcare facilities, and to public transportation. 
We are focused on support for food security, safe housing, public health, and crisis relief.

PROGRAMMATIC HIGHLIGHTS

Women Veterans:
Since 2015, Dixon Center, through our Women Veterans Program, has recognized the unique challenges that 
women veterans face after reintegrating back into their communities and the need to rapidly address  
crisis situations. Providing women veterans, a “hand-up” became even more important, as Dixon Center 

encountered an unprecedented number of women veterans seeking assistance 
during the economic uncertainty of the past year. 

In 2022, Dixon Center assisted 128 women veterans. This assistance included 
resource sharing and referrals to organizations that provide budget training, 
and case management. 

Fulfill (The FoodBank of New Jersey):
To address continuing challenges posed by an uncertain economy and hunger, 
Dixon Center directed resources to Fulfill, a community-based non-profit 
addressing food insecurity in the coastal communities of New Jersey. Fulfill 
matched this donation with additional support to address the battle of hunger 
faced by throughout the northeast. 

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

“ Thank you very much for your 
sincere support and assistance to 
me. I will never forget your acts of 
kindness toward me during this 
challenging, transitional time for 
me. A hand up.”

T.W., U.S. Army, 
Veteran
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RECOGNITION:  
ANGEL FORCE USA “STOP SUISILENCE” SUMMIT HONOREE

Angel Force USA is a non-profit charity organization that is raising 
awareness about the high number of service members and 
veterans who die from suicide each year. Their goal is to eliminate 
SuiSilence—the silence that surrounds death by suicide in the 
veteran community and instead, generate discussions and identify 
solutions that will enhance the well-being of veterans and their 
families. 

Colonel (Ret.) Sam Whitehurst, Vice President, Programs & Services, 
Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services, was recognized 
as an honoree at the Angel Force USA “Stop SuiSilence” Summit. 
This award is a recognition of Dixon Center’s work on developing 
solutions built around the eight dimensions of wellness and our goal 
in eliminating the isolation and disconnection that many veterans 
face when they depart military service—isolation and disconnection 
that often precedes death by suicide. 

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

Sam Whitehurst
Retired Colonel
Vice President, Programs  
& Services

Kaname “Kenny” Kuniyuki
Retired Colonel

“ I am honored to be selected for this 
fellowship, and am looking forward to 
researching the needs of veterans and 
their families, now and in the future.” 

Kaname “Kenny” Kuniyuki,
Retired Colonel
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THE 2023-25 ROBERT J. MCCANN PROGRAM & IMPACT  
ASSESSMENT FELLOWSHIP

Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services has established the Robert J. McCann 
Program and Impact Assessment Fellowship. The fellowship is named in honor of Mr. 
McCann, a World War II, Navy veteran. Mr. McCann was a native of Pittsburgh, PA who 
raised two sons and was a lifelong advocate for our nation’s veterans and their families. 

The Robert J. McCann Program and Impact Assessment Fellowship awards PhD 
candidates conducting research on topics relative to the emerging needs of veterans and 
their families. To support the student’s commitment to furthering research the program 
offers an annual stipend. 

The 2023 – 2025 Robert J. McCann Program and Impact Assessment Fellow is United 
States Army Retired Colonel Kaname “Kenny” Kuniyuki. Kenny is pursuing his PhD at the 
University of Dayton.

Kenny is a proven combat leader. He is transitioning to an academic environment, applying 
research focusing on the evolving needs and solutions impacting the quality of life of 
veterans and their families.

Robert J. McCann (center)
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EUGENE AND RUTH FREEDMAN LEADERSHIP AWARD

This award is named in honor of philanthropists and business leaders 
Eugene and Ruth Freedman. The couple’s lifetime of philanthropy 
has made a positive difference in the lives of untold numbers of 
veterans across the country. 

This award is presented annually by Dixon Center to recognize 
outstanding organizations committed to the well-being of veterans 
and their families. Previous recipients include Prudential, PwC 
Charitable Foundation, Inc., the International Brotherhood of 
Teamsters, Utility Workers Union of America, and UBS. 

2022: iHeartMedia – iHeart Radio Show Your Stripes
Dixon Center honored iHeartMedia with this award in recognition 
of the organization’s commitment to addressing the well-being 
of veterans and military families, iHeart has developed its award-
winning iHeartRadio “Show Your Stripes” campaign. Originally 
focusing on employment, iHeart recently realigned this program 
on some of the most pressing issues facing veterans today. iHeart 
is committed to creating a more supportive world for veterans 
returning home and to connecting veterans and their families with 
communities, businesses, resources, programs and nonprofits that 
support their different wellness needs and that are contributing 
to their overall wellbeing. Show Your Stripes is built upon the 8 
dimensions of wellness— emotional, environmental, financial, 
intellectual, occupational, physical, social and spiritual wellness.

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION 30

CAROLYN AND HERBERT METZGER SERVICE AWARD

The Carolyn and Herbert Metzger Service Award is named for 
Carolyn and Herb Metzger and the example they set in living a 
purpose-driven life. This award is presented annually by Dixon 
Center for Military and Veterans Services to recognize outstanding 
individuals committed to addressing the well-being of veterans and 
military families. Previous recipients include Mr. Rick Freedman and 
his family, Mr. Michael “Mick” Yauger, Mr. Tim Thorne, and Mr. John 
Anderson. 

2022: Mrs. Latrese Dixon
A Gold Star Wife, Latrese has dedicated her life to supporting 
her family, Gold Star Families, veterans, and at-risk youth in her 
hometown of Memphis, TN. She is a published author and public 
speaker. Latrese has been an active member of Dixon Center for 
Military and Veterans Services Command Council since 2012. 
Latrese is a role model and is on her way to completing her 
dissertation to achieve her PhD. 

iHeartMedia, John Sykes

Eugene and Ruth Freedman

Mrs. Latrese Dixon

Carolyn and Herbert Metzger
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MICHAEL “MICK” YAUGER POINT MAN AWARD

In an Army formation on patrol, the point man takes responsibility for 
others and assists them as they move through challenging terrain. 
This particular award, named for that role and responsibilities and in 
honor of Michael “Mick” Yauger, recognizes the recipient’s forward 
leadership in supporting others through challenging times and/or 
transitions. Previous recipients include 1SG Timothy Englund, Mr. 
Richard “Rick” Passarelli, and Mr. Frank Christensen. 

2022: Staff Sergeant Leon Mangum, US Army (Ret.)
Leon served as a Medic in the U.S. Army as well as two additional 
medical occupational specialties. Following his service, Leon served 
as a Programs Analyst and later as a Health Science Specialist 
with the Department of Veterans Affairs. Mr. Mangum most recently 
served as the Director of the Allen J Lynch Medal of Honor Veterans 
Assistance Program – the predecessor to the current foundation, 
which provided support to veterans that were facing serious financial 
emergencies. Leon teaches Junior ROTC and holds degrees in 
Nutrition and Health Sciences. He is also certified as a Veteran 
Service Officer. He is a recipient of several awards for service 
including the Chicago Defender’s prestigious “Men of Excellence 
Award” and the Utilities Workers Military Assistance Program’s 
“Excellence in Advocacy Award”. 

LOU LOWENKRON COMMITMENT TO VETERANS 
EXCELLENCE AWARD: 

This award is named in honor of US Army veteran, philanthropist, 
and business leader, Lou Lowenkron. Lou’s life of service, 
philanthropy and leadership has transformed the lives of untold 
numbers of people across the country, especially veterans and 
their families. Similar to Lou’s service, this annual award recognizes 
a training or education institution that is making a difference in 
the lives of veterans and their families. Previous recipient is City 
Colleges of Chicago. 

2022: No Greater Sacrifice Foundation (NGS)
Dixon Center was privileged to present No Greater Sacrifice with 
the Lou Lowenkron Commitment to Veterans Excellence Award. No 
Greater Sacrifice (NGS) is dedicated to the children of our nation’s 
fallen and wounded Service members delivering scholarships and 
resources to improve their quality of life through the pursuit of 
higher education. 

NGS supports the families of fallen and wounded service members 
by hosting events for scholars of all ages. They provide their 
scholars with customized mentorship and funding to achieve 
their full educational potential. They advocate for their scholars to 
attend their dream schools and work hard to ensure they earn their 
undergraduate degree debt-free even when attending a private 
or out-of-state university. Their scholarships deliver assistance 
to reduce the unmet financial costs of higher education, which 
includes: in-state tuition, room and board, special equipment, 
books, or other expenses deemed necessary. NGS has committed 
more than $14 million in post-high school education benefits.

Staff Sergeant Leon Mangum, 
US Army (Ret.)

Michael “Mick” Yauger

No Greater Sacrifice, 
Rebekah Lovorn 

Lou Lowenkron
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DONORS

BRITT WORLDWIDE CHARITIES

Britt Worldwide (BWW) presented Dixon Center for 
Military and Veterans Services an amazing gift of $50,000 
during their annual Free Enterprise Day in Baltimore. 
As part of their Veterans Day celebration in front of 
thousands of their BWW partner affiliates the gift was 
presented to our leadership.
 
For over 10 years, BWW has been a major corporate 
donor of our work, and a passionate partner in our noble 
purpose to make the lives of our veterans and their 
families better. 

Thank you BWW for your ongoing support and 
leadership focusing on veterans quality of life. 

We appreciate your support. 
Your donations change the 
lives of veterans and military 
families.

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

TRIBUTES IN MEMORY OF: 
Mike Brown 
Paula Caplan 
John J. Carroll 
SSG Donnie Dixon 
Dr Amarjeet N Gurucharanjeet Kaur 
Mike Kinfu 
Arum Khandekar 
Robert J. McCann, USA veteran 
Richard L. Milne, USN veteran
Lt. Col. C. G. Ramasubramanyam 
Steve “Ranger” Robinson 
Daniel Gordon Sadler, USA Veteran 
Phyllis Strumlauf 
Dr. Gerald W. Sutherland  
Army Sgt. Morton Wernick 
Samuel Latham Whitehurst Jr. 
All of Our Fallen Service Members 
  
TRIBUTES IN HONOR OF: 
Gary Baxter, USA veteran 
MSG Shane Baxter, USA (ret.) 
James Bour 
James Dalton 
Dixon Center Team 
Edward Forrester 
SSGT Kenneth R. Gardner 
Howard Harvier 
Colonel Timothy Karcher, USA (ret.) 
Walter Kilcheski, USAF veteran 

Richard Kremel 
Admiral Mike Mullen, USN (ret.) 
Troy Sullivan Sr. 
Colonel David Sutherland, USA (ret.) 
Colonel John Woodward, USA (ret.) 
Mrs. Zettler and Family 
 
CORPORATE AND FOUNDATION DONORS   
Allard Family Interests, LLC  
Linda and John Anderson Charitable Foundation   
Jeffrey R. Anderson Charitable Foundation   
Tracy E. Anderson Charitable Foundation   
Kristen Anderson Charitable Foundation   
David and Colleen Anderson Charitable Foundation   
Ralph and Elizabeth Anderson Charitable Foundation  
Blackbaud Giving Fund  
Britt Worldwide Charities  
Charitable Adult Rides & Services, Inc.  
Catholic Financial Life Foundation 
Eugene and Ruth Freedman Family Foundation  
Robert McCann Family Foundation  
Carolyn and Herbert Metzger Foundation    
Easterseals of Greater Houston 
Facebook  
Gemini Inc.   
Gemini Incorporated Matching Gift    
Killbuck Bancshares 
Lake St. George Brewing Company  
Meta   
James McDonald Associate Architects
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Musimorphic   
Patriot to Painter   
PwC Charitable Foundation Inc.  
Rotary Club of Great Falls Virginia Foundation
Smile Amazon  
Superior Land and Timber  
The Sutherland Partnership, Inc.  
Teamsters Veteran Caucus Connecticut, Chapter 1  
Thrivent Choice   
UBS Business Solutions U.S. LLC  
UBS Matching Gifts Program    
UBS U.S. Office of Public Policy  
VeteransPlus  
Your Cause  
Charles Schwab   
Fidelity   
Morgan Stanley   
National Financial Services   
National Philanthropic Trust  
Northern Trust Charitable Fund   
Sanibel Captiva Trust  
Trust Company Family Offices   
 
MAJOR GIFTS AND INDIVIDUAL DONORS 
Jeremy Akins 
Armelle Alapini  
Don and Anna Allard  
Michael and Maureen Allen   
Eileen Amato  
Bansi Amin 
Blane Ampthor 

James and Bonnie Andrews  
David and Colleen Anderson  
Jeffrey and Leah Anderson  
John and Linda Anderson   
Ralph and Elizabeth Anderson   
Visu Ar  
Dr. David and Sonja Baehren  
Charlie Baker  
Mark Barbato  
June and Gary Baxter  
Lorna Benton  
Raju Boopathi  
Diana Boyd and Mike Hawley 
Dr. Melbourne Boynton  
Dr. Lynn Boynton   
Tammy Bracco 
Melissa Brendt  
Unrea Brown  
Stacy Bunn  
Michael and Sallee Burns  
Scott Byrnes   
Cindy Calligaro  
Lori Campbell  
Bill and Patricia Carroll  
Kevin Carroll  
Derrick Carter  
Kirivann Chhoeun  
Stephen Clark 
Scott Coldiron  
Kathleen Coles  
Mabinty Conteh

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

Paul Corbeil  
James and Peggy Costigan  
Lt. Col. James Crites  
Anette Dalton  
Uday Dasari  
Mihir Deosthali  
Saurabh Desai  
Vandana Deshmukh  
Michael Dinh
Donna Ditmyer  
Latrese Dixon and Tony Warren 
Dr. Donald and Donna Doneff 
Diane Donoghue  
Jean Driggs  
Esther Dronyi  
Tonya Duncklee  
Marcia Eggleston  
Mary Farrar  
Penny Freedman 
Rick Freedman  
Kevin and Tina Felix  
William and Liza Ferri  
Paul Figliomeni 
Tracy Fitzgerald  
Daniel and Nancy Forrester  
Donald Ray Frew Jr.   
Sally and James Friend 
Danny and Alisha Gardner  
Patricia Garsik  
Angie Getz  
Steven Gibbs  

Rob and Nicole Graeser  
Phillip and Melissa Graham  
Eileen and Peter Greenlay  
Tommy and Shajuanne Haire  
Jonce Hamm  
Cheryl Hanna  
Martin Hartmann  
Sara and J.G. Heidenheimer 
Todd and Lisa Hill 
Margaret Hinkle
Kathy Huey  
Amy Hughes 
Krista Hughes  
Brian and Laura Hull  
Asad Hussain  
Christopher Jones
Carolyn and John Kaminski  
Jagmeet Kaur  
Shalaka Khandekar  
Thomas Kilcheski  
Deshy Kinfu  
Cheryl Kite  
Kaushik Krishna  
Colonel Kenny and Lindsay Kuniyuki 
Jahn and Sabrina Levin  
Ron and Patsy Lewis  
Lou and Marianne Lowenkron  
Kevan Lyon  
Herbert and Jan Masi  
Timothy Masluk  
Robert McCann  
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James McDonald  
Michael McFeeters  
Kerry Mclean  
Christine McMahon  
Roberta Meredith  
Tracy Meredith  
Holly Metzger and John Coonradt 
Sue Metzger and John Hadley 
Stephen H. Meyer  
Frank Meznarich        
Kathy Miller  
Colonel Duncan and Therese Milne  
Karen Milne  
Jonathan and Julia Milne  
Gail Monxhwedey  
Mark and Kathleen Morehouse  
Dr. Richard and Dorothy Munk  
Admiral Mike and Deborah Mullen 
Elizabeth Murray-Belcaster 
Tom and Wendy Naratil   
Carol Nolan  
Schella Orcel  
Angelica Osorio  
Jerry and Karen Pascucci  
Rick and Lynn Passarelli   
Paul and Michelle Pearson   
Kristin and Dan Pecora  
David and Jennifer Pedini  
Dr. Ann-Judith Peterka  
Theresa Petruzzi Street  

Melanie Pfautz Lavigne  
Judith Pierson  
Sudhir Pilli  
Roger Pomerleau
Bill Protzmann  
Richard Raines
Dhanamurthy Ramalingam  
Mitchell and Elisabeth Reiss  
Nancy and Ben Remak 
Colonel James and Kathy Riley  
Edward Roland  
Shmuel Rosenfeld  
Danielle Rothrock  
Judy Ryan  
Lindsey Sarowitz  
Barbara Schlatter  
Harpreet Sohal
Kari Stephenson  
Emily Stephenson  
Vanessa Stergios  
Marilynn and James Stevens  
Lane and Melissa Strumlauf  
Timothy Sullivan  
Colonel David and Bonnie Sutherland  
Nora Sutherland  
R.B. and Deanna Sutherland  
John Sykes  
Stacy Taliarerro  
Odell and Frances Thompson  
Tim and Diane Thorne  

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

Bodrick Tribble  
Hemang Trivedi  
Justin Tropea  
Tom and Kim Troy  
Kathleen Van Der Veer  
Tim and Karen Van Simaeys  
Jessica Velásquez 
Dr. Verna Velez  
Ganesh Venkataramanan  
Steve and Sharon Veno  
Damon and Jana Walsh  
Reed Waxham  
Major Raymond Weeks 

Edward and Pam Wenzel  
Anthony Williams  
James and Lorraine Williams  
Kristopher Williams  
Colonel Sam and Sallie Whitehurst 
Bernadette Woodward  
David Yale 

This list reflects support from January 1, 2022 – December 31, 2022. If 
you contributed a gift during that time, and your name was inadvertently 
omitted or misspelled, we sincerely apologize. We request that you 
please contact Vanessa Stergios at vstergios@dixoncenter.org so that 
we may include it in future listings. 
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FINANCIALS

Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services is a member 
of The Fedcap Group, a global network of top-tier nonprofit 
agencies. The Fedcap Group, Fedcap Rehabilitation Services 
serves as the fiscal agent for Dixon Center and as a 501(c)3 
nonprofit organization (EIN 13-5645879) and provides our back-
office support. This includes human resources, finance and 
accounting, legal services, information technology and many 
other functions. 
 
The Fedcap Group is committed to promoting transparency and 
integrity in its fiscal practice and we are proud of its GuideStar 
recognition with the 2022 Gold Seal of Transparency. Dixon 
Center’s operating highlights are part of The Fedcap Group’s 
comprehensive financial statement package, audited by the 
accounting firm Grant Thornton LLP. For the fiscal year 2022, 
88% percent of total Fedcap expenditures went directly toward 
programming. This demonstrates that The Fedcap Group is an 
effective steward of its resources. 
 
To receive a copy of The Fedcap Group’s audited  
financial statements, please contact Vanessa Stergios  
at vstergios@dixoncenter.org. 
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JOIN US 
Together, we can make a difference in the lives of veterans and  
military families. 

CONNECT. Are you interested in one of these three focus areas: Work 
with Purpose, Heal with Honor, and Live with Hope? Reach out to us 
and explore how you can impact veterans and military families. 

DONATE financial gifts or in-kind contributions. You will be more than 
a donor. You will be a key partner in enabling better lives for veterans 
and military families. 

INSPIRE AND EDUCATE. Our leadership offers unparalleled expertise 
and proven skill in captivating audiences and drawing attention to 
issues about veterans and military service. Book us for speaking 
engagements at conferences, meetings, and retreats. 

LIKE us on Facebook, and follow us on Twitter, Instagram, and 
LinkedIn @DixonCenterVets. Stay up to date on our latest news, 
photos, and videos. 

SIGNUP for our weekly newsletter, The Bugler, to get up to date with 
the latest Dixon Center news. 

SUBSCRIBE to our Service Before Self Podcast and leave a rating & 
review on Apple Podcasts, Spotify or wherever you get your podcasts. 

For more ways to get involved, email vstergios@dixoncenter.org.

INFLUENCE  IDEAS  ACTION

“ We delivered strong 
operating and 
financial results in 
FY 2022, achieving 
virtually all contract 
deliverables and 
posting an 8.8% year-
on-year revenue 
increase, primarily 
driven by organic 
growth.”

Christine McMahon,
President and Chief Executive Officer 
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OUR COMMITMENT

WE LISTEN – We know that the needs of our veterans are evolving, 
not disappearing.

WE COLLABORATE – We believe that every organization and 
individual can effectively integrate veterans and their families into 
their existing community-based programs. 

WE ADAPT – We know that every veteran, military member, and their 
families are unique, and we respect and honor their differences by 
remaining flexible in our response. 

WE RESPOND – We work with others to develop and deploy 
solutions before problems become a crisis. 

WE PERSEVERE – We know the importance of never giving up on 
our veterans and their families to ensure they reach their full potential. 

WE ARE TRANSPARENT – We are disciplined in our fiscal 
responsibility, with regular disclosures about financial and operational 
performance and impact.  
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DIXON CENTER FOR MILITARY  
AND VETERANS SERVICES LEADERSHIP

Colonel David W. Sutherland, U.S. Army (Ret.)
Chairman

Latrese Dixon
Blue and Gold Star Family Partner

Colonel Duncan S. Milne, U.S. Marine Corps (Ret.)
President

Colonel Sam Whitehurst, U.S. Army (Ret.)
Vice President, Programs & Services

Vanessa Stergios
Director of Development

Eileen Greenlay
Manager, Donor Relations

Sara Heidenheimer
Program and Administrative Manager

Elizabeth Murray-Belcaster
Workforce Development

Colonel Kename “Kenny” Kuniyuki, U.S. Army (Ret.)
Robert J. McCann Program Impact & Assessment Fellow

Dixon Center achieves our mission through the efforts of 250 employees,  
consultants, contractors, volunteers and ambassadors.

WWW.DIXONCENTER.ORG 

Dixon Center for Military and Veterans Services c/o The Fedcap Group  
633 3rd Avenue, 6th FL New York, NY 10017 

EIN: 13-5645879



A FITTING TRIBUTE
 
Dixon Center takes its name from an American hero, Army Staff Sergeant Donnie Dixon. 

He was killed in action while serving in Iraq in 2007, dying as he had lived—an inspiration 

to those who served with him. Dixon Center isn’t named in memory of Donnie. It’s named 

to honor his values—loyalty and duty, respect and honor, integrity and courage. Qualities 

that America’s military holds dear.


